HILL, GOULD AND CLARK COMBINE TO FIGHT HARRIMAN INTERESTS

Burlington Begins Actual Construction of New Line to Saint Lake City

RAILROAD BUILDING WAR HAS BEGUN IN E A R T H

Clark and Gould Have Understated
With Hill to Add Idaho to Interest
in Hales's Tennessee-Peabody and Northwesterns

VIADUCT OVER TERMINAL TRACKS, MAYBE

Project Is Mentioned as Special Council Meeting and That Full of Silence Falls

IMPROVE YOUR LOOKS

But this is not all and another great effort is important, others have done this. They push your nose to the rear. Do not push the nose to the rear.

OREGON OPTICAL CO.

Consulting Opticians
103 Fourth St., N. C. A. E. Bldg.

KLAMATH FALLS IS CELEBRATING


OVATION IS GIVEN TO GOVERNOR CHAMBERLAIN

Visitors at Keno Descended to City on Steamer by Delegation—Drivens...McKenzie, and Many Spectator Made.

NEW CENTRAL FOR SPOKANE UNIONS

(First photo.)—The second story of the old Elks dramatic ad in the name of the building was the scene of the annual meeting of the Spokane Federation of Labor yesterday. The Elks was built in 1880 and is one of the oldest buildings in the state.

ARRESTED FOR FORGERY CONFESSIONS TO MURDER

OWING TO THE GREAT INTEREST in the case of the man who was arrested for forgery this morning, the jail was filled to overflowing before the door was opened. The keeper of the jail, Mr. Brown, was put to much trouble to keep order.

TWO TEAMS RUN OVER BOY AND WOMEN FAINT

The Kidneys

When they are weak, tender, or stagnant, the whole system suffers. Don't neglect them at this time, but attack the trouble. Acting back, the blood that the sallor's comfort, the urinary disorder, and begin treatment at once with Hood's Saraparilla which contains the lead and sulfur, curative substance. A cure can be obtained, but do not delay.

SHUR-ON MOUNTINGS

"Where Quality Is At Its Best."

Prescriptions

CAREFULLY, ACCURATELY COMPOUNDED BY REGISTERED PHARMACISTS

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS

We make our own preparations. We can be more accurate, the only way to do it. We do not have to face the heat and cold, the heat and cold, the heat and cold, the heat and cold.

PHOTO DEPT.

We Look

By Several Lengths

We have just reopened a new shop with half the former size. We are open every day. We have a new range of goods which we do not want to sell. We are open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. We have a new range of goods which we do not want to sell. We are open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Specials for This Week


Woodard, Clarke & Co.

Canadian Money Taken at Par

Woodard, Clarke & Co.

MODERN DRUGGISTS

Corner Stark and Fifth St.

THE QUALITY STORE

National Wine Co.

Thanksgiving Wines

We are offering until Thanksgiving Day some very special Wines to be served with that turkey dinner you’re going to have and you’re going to have.

These Wines are very fine and are such splendid wines that they are always sold in bulk, but from now until Thanksgiving Day, we are going to sell them as before and bottle them to your order, charging nothing for the bottle, corking, etc.

ZINIFELD 7.50 Gal. FINE ZINIFELD 9.00 Gal. MEDOC 7.50 Gal. (Bested Only When Ordered)

SPARKLING BURGUNDY, the most aristocratic of wines—Quart bottles, $1.25 each. 

HILLWOOD BOURBON or MULTOMAH BAY are whiskeys that will please your guest in good harbor. We guarantee their purity. Full-quarts $1.25

Phone Us Your Orders. Free Deliveries.